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Again, at such a key moment in UK and at such high political levels, evidence of

deep misunderstanding of EU: The PM is under pressure in some quarters to delay

#Brexit vote to allow her first to “improve” deal in Brussels BUT EU is determined

not to budge at this stage

2) All EU leaders watching tomorrow’s vote. Of course they want to avoid a no deal #Brexit BUT they feel the deal - so

painfully negotiated between EU and UK - is too fresh to re-open. Clarifications, yes but fundamental renegotiations, no.

3) The EU’s international reputation as a tough deal-maker is at stake here too. If Brussels now suddenly “gives in” to U.K.

on EU red lines (eg backstop) then that would weaken the EU’s reputation in future trade negotiations with other non EU

countries

4) Also on backstop the EU is unlikely to cave in to favour a relationship with a leaving member state (UK) against the

explicit wishes and ignoring the deep concerns of a continuing member: Ireland.

5) Both the EU and the PM signed up to a guarantee to protect the border between Northern Ireland and the Republic of

Ireland. If either the U.K. or EU can leave the backstop unilaterally then this clearly is no longer a guarantee.

6) The EU gave Ireland a veto over the #Brexit deal (the conditions of the UKs exit) right from the start. Other EU countries

won’t suddenly turn their backs on Dublin now. Apart from anything else it would make a public mockery of their club and its

“unity” over Brexit
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